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Abdutive reasoning beomes more and more aepted as one of the entral

onepts in Arti�ial Intelligene. Over the last two deades it has been applied

on a number of di�erent appliation domains, suh as planning, diagnosis, multi-

agent oordination, . . . However few of the implemented abdutive systems were

in general suessful. Among the most evolved systems were the reent ACLP

[2, 3℄ and SLDNFAC [1, 6℄, whih ombine onstraint logi programming with

abdution. In [4℄, a new system the A-System is presented whih adds to these

systems a better ontrol strategy, and an be seen as the desendant of both.

Espeially it adds a propagation phase after eah hoie the system makes. The

result is a more robust and modular system whih is apable to solve a wider range

of problems than the older systems.

The A-System has been evaluated in [4℄ within two problem domains: simple

CSP problems like Nqueens and graph oloring and planning problems like the

bloks world and logistis domain. SLDNFAC and ACLP were able to solve the

�rst type quite easily but they ran into deep ontrol problems on planning in-

stanes. Exat on these, the performane of the A-System gives a hint that an

abdutive system with a good ontrol is apable to solve omplex problems eÆ-

ient.

The type of appliations the A-System aims at is the same as urrently is

takled by Answer Set Programming whih is mainly based on stable models.

Systems suh as sModels or DLV o�er a very robust problem solving environment.

The A-System annot o�er at this moment the same robustness. In�nite loops

may our on reursive de�nitions like the transitive losure.

Comparing the solving eÆieny is diÆult: there are indiations that the

approah in A-System is apable to perform on some lasses of problems better as

the stable models approah [5℄. The reason is for this behaviour the integration of

a CLP solver in the system. This onnetion is at the same time a weak part: not

all CLP solvers are omplete and in partiular the �nite domain solvers. To ope

with the inompleteness intermediate satis�ability heks are needed to detet

inonsistent onstraint stores early. This slowdowns the system and therefore we

urrently investigate how we an do a minimum of these heks. Further researh
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also involves the exploration how looping prevention tehniques as tabulation an

be integrated.

The A-System is publi available at http://www.s.kuleuven.a.be/�dtai/kt/

It is build on top of Sistus Prolog (at least version 3.8.5 is needed). It ontains

a simple preproessor for allowing the user to speify its problem domain in a

simple syntax. The system has a number of parameters build in whih inuene

the behaviour: for example how frequently the onstraint store must be heked

during a derivation. Furthermore a simple traing faility is build whih allows to

step from one hoie point to the next.
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